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...houses as oases
of security.
Can a house be the fuel for vitality and well-being? Houses as
oases of comfort are becoming increasingly important. At
Thoma our employees work to make this dream a reality.
The patented Thoma Wood100 construction surrounds its
inhabitants with pure, solid wood. Entering this chemical and
metal-free house is an experience in the energy and the magic
of trees, where you can marvel at the finest, high-tech wood
technology.
Derided merely as a vision a few years ago, the health-
promoting effects of our houses are now backed up by medical
studies. Furthermore, with its non-glued solid wood shell, a
Wood100 house boasts excellent energy savings, indoor
air-quality, soundproofing, and protection from heat, cold,

radiowaves, fire and earthquakes. Why shouldn’t you build a
house of health and joy? Read on to find out why you get the
biggest benefit if you choose to build an original Wood100
house.

A house made entirely of wood? If built properly it can lead to
a longer, healthier life, as has been proven in recent scientific
tests. Left image: Abensberger Wood100 House
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The
wood purity law

The Wood100 rule: The more naturally the wood
is handled, the better its effect on us humans.
Mechanical joints with wooden dowels replace
toxic adhesives.

...works sustainably
and without chemicals.
At Thoma we want to surround our clients in nothing other
than healthy wood when building. Our first patent described
a completely new solid wood construction system. Instead of
using damaging glue or metal, our houses are built as
massive wooden shells, they are practically settlement-free
as well as windproof. Wooden dowels are used as connectors,
as has been done for centuries. When the right size and
number of dowels are used, the individual layers of wood can
be connected to form indestructible solid wooden blocks.
Today, this technique has proved its worth in more than 1,000
buildings in all climatic zones across our planet. The
usefulness of this invention is unimaginable: record breaking
levels of thermal insulation, much better heat protection, fire
safety, radiation shielding, earthquake resistance, 100%
protection against condensation and the formation of mold.
And in addition to all these benefits, the energy and magic of
the trees are preserved as well. No surprise that it became a
worldwide hit. Who doesn’t want to live in a better house?
Houses made of 100 % wood are known simply as Wood100
houses.

Nature teaches us: the simplest things are often
the most ingenious. The wooden dowels that we
use to hold everything together have been used by
man for millennia.

A large-scale Wood100 house with an
elegant combination of a plastered and
wooden facade.

Drawing
health from nature
...a calm heart
lives longer.
Medical universities have scientifically confirmed the
long-felt benefits of wooden houses: In a Thoma house
your heart saves an entire hour's work every night. The
autonomic nervous system is demonstrably strengthened;
your immune system positively boosted. From allergies,
sleep problems and a weakened immune system to the
stress and anxiety of our modern lives – at its best, our
wood promotes your health with all the resilient vitality
of trees. Build your house with this gift from nature. We
also build working spaces, kindergartens and schools.
Together we can build a better tomorrow.

Energy self-sufficient
without insulation

Filmarchiv Austria was our first, energy
self-sufficient build. It has cooled and
heated itself as an independent, stand-alone
solution for years now – even without
an external energy supply – without the
owners having to pay a cent.

...the original
from the inventor.
With the Wood100 patents, Thoma has not only
scooped the new world record for thermal i nsulation.
Our research center is also responsible for d
 eveloping
the first, energy self-sufficient buildings which don’t
require unpleasant insulation or complicated
technology.
The future of this long-lasting construction
technique is founded on brilliant simplicity. Our
fully wooden shells are windproof yet breathable.
They absorb extreme high and low temperature
peaks, which means that the costs associated with
expensive technology and heating and cooling bills
are eliminated.
Wood100 – the most intelligent and healthy
air-conditioning comes from nature.
Private house with minimal energy consumption –
the solid wooden shell makes it possible.

Build in
sustainable cycles

...think about the
next generation.
The production of glue-free solid wood consumes only a
fraction of the energy required to produce chemically
processed wood, clay bricks, cement and reinforced

concrete. Besides, after it has been used Wood100 does
not have to be disposed of as controlled waste. What's
left over is clean wood – a valuable material for future
generations. This means that old houses can be used to
build new ones.
Building with Wood100 is an investment for future
generations.
From the cradle to the cradle: Thoma is the only company
in the construction industry to have been awarded the
international "Cradle to Cradle" Gold certificate. Thoma is
the world pioneer in ecological construction.

Our house is our third skin. Therefore the safest
wood to use is pure “moon wood”.

Bring the power of trees to your home.

Moon wood

...wood in
its best form.
Moon wood is harvested during the waning moon
when the sap is at its lowest (in winter). The most
important technical advantage of moon wood was
scientifically researched and documented around the
turn of the millennium at ETH Zurich.
Moon wood is naturally far better at resisting insects
and funguses. As a result, houses built from moon
wood can last for centuries. This eliminates the need
for toxic wood preservatives. It is no coincidence that
the oldest wooden buildings in existence, such as the
1600-year-old temple in Japan, are also made of
moon wood.
Erwin Thoma was the first to publicize this; his
company switched to moon wood decades ago. Today,
Thoma operates the largest moon wood sawmill in
the world. Benefit from ancient knowledge and wood
at its very best. Moon wood by Thoma.

Thoma currently operates by far the largest moon wood
sawmill in Europe. The timber is exclusively harvested during the waning moon when the sap is at its lowest. Suggested reading: “Die Bäume und das Unsichtbare” (Trees and the
invisible) by Prof. Dr. Ernst Zürcher

Modern,
rustic or plain

...any architectural
style is possible.
Lots of people think that a wooden house is either
always rustic or boxy and modern...
From the Arctic Circle to the Mediterranean Sea, from
Tokyo to San Francisco there are Wood100 houses in
every design. Passive houses and farmhouses, garden
houses and high-end villas, stables and a king's r esidence,
schools and kindergartens, fascinating wood hotels and
futuristic, multistory apartment buildings...
Energy self-sufficient houses and buildings around a
ceramic stove. Office buildings with the most efficient
heat protection – and residential buildings which stay
warm and cozy with just a few logs on the fire when it's
-40°C outside. Sustainable building with pure wood
knows no boundaries.
Above: Wood100 alpine farmhouse in a dream
location. Far left: Modern wooden house in

Vorarlberg designed by internationally renowned
architect Oskar Leo Kaufmann.

Your
safety
...thanks to the
ingenious simplicity
of nature.
Wood100 houses have withstood fires, survived floods and
have even endured severe earthquakes in Japan without
being damaged. How? The walls, ceiling and roof are all made
of solid blocks of wood. Wood100 is six times more fire
resistant, withstanding fire for 180 minutes instead of just 30
minutes. Wood100 is earthquake resistant. Our houses have
survived the strongest earthquakes in Japan without
damage. Wood100 shields from mobile radiation. That’s why
buildings which are effective against monitoring are built
with Wood100. Wood100 is soundproof. The quietest wooden
hotel in the world was built by us. Wood100 means high-tech
and safety thanks to the ingenious simplicity of nature.
Wood100 is a certified building material:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thoma offers a 100% security for everything
from single-family houses to large-scale timber
constructions: The Forsthofalm wooden hotel in
Leogang.

European technical approval – Wood100 is approved
throughout Europe according to ETA-13/0785
PEFC certificate – Wood100 is made of PEFC certified
wood from sustainable forestry.
Cradle to Cradle – Wood100 is the only building
material in the world to achieve the Gold Cradle to
Cradle certification.
Heat insulation, cooling time – best performance
(Fraunhofer Institut Stuttgart, TU Graz)
Radiation shielding
(Bundeswehr University Munich)
Structurally sound
(Technische Universität Wien, TH Karlsruhe)
Air permeability, moisture vapor transmission
(TU Graz, Ecolabor)
Soundproof
(FH Rosenheim, TU Graz)
Fire safety
(Institute for Fire Protection and Safety Research Linz)
Certified moon wood from Thoma

Over 1000 healthy
buildings worldwide
...the original
from the inventor.
The quality of a wooden building stands and falls by the quality of the
wood and the experience in every detail. Thoma built the first
large-scale wooden hotel on the Seiser Alm in 2002. In 2004 Thoma
built the quietest wooden hotel in the world. Thoma is the only
company to build energy self-sufficient buildings without the use of
insulating materials and with a mold-free guarantee.
If you build with wood you need the best partner at your side.
Renewable wood, solid and pure, processed in its best form. This is
Wood100, the original from the inventor.

The benefits
of Wood100
Healthy living – calm pulse, improved health, longer
life through the power of trees. Scientifically proven
and made possible by Wood100.
Comfort – wood in its purest form offers the best
living climate.
Thermal insulation – the lowest possible operating
costs thanks to record breaking thermal insulation
properties.
Air conditioning – the solid wood shell acts as
natural, free air conditioning system. Energy selfsufficient buildings made of pure wood are the future
development to replace the old, solid wood buildings.
Moon wood – wood harvested at the right time is the
best and most natural wooden protection.

This is what a house made entirely of wood looks
like. Walls, ceilings and roof all made of solid
Wood100.

Costs – expensive building technology not required,
lowest operating costs.
Carbon footprint – wood absorbs CO2 – glue-free
Wood100 has a considerably better ecological footprint than glued wood.
Self-sufficient buildings - the first, energy self-
sufficient buildings without insulation and simple
building technology were built with Wood100.
Ecology – Thoma is the leading company in
sustainable construction (e.g. IBA world exhibition,
Hamburg and Architecture Biennale, Venice).

With wall thicknesses ranging from 12 cm to 36
cm and various roof and ceiling designs, Wood100
is the complete solution for walls, ceilings and
roofs.

Assembly time and building moisture – short
construction times help to save costs, and no b
 uilding
moisture means mold doesn't form.
Radiation shielding – best possible protection against
high-frequency radiation.
Allergy treatment – fungus-resistant moon wood
and natural reduction of house dust thanks to solid
wood.
Soundproofing – the world's quietest wooden hotel
was built with Wood100.
Safety – highest level of fire protection as well as
safety during earthquakes, storms and flooding
tested and certified.
Styles – tastes vary – Wood100 is suitable for every
architectural style.
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The way to your dream
wooden home

...with reliable
partners.
Every good building starts with an idea. You have
chosen a sustainable construction method and
have the highest standards of living health and
comfort. Wood100 is the best choice. Our strong
partners are top craftsmen who can offer the
highest construction quality when turning your
life dream into a reality.
Along with more than 100 employees in our
production facilities, lots of people are also w
 orking
on this future project as part of a wide-ranging
research network in the 100+ Thoma partner

companies.
As fast as it gets! After prefabrication in our
production plants the components are transported
to the building site, where the dry, rainproof building
shell already stands on the evening of the first day of
construction. A house in a day – it saves time, money
and provides protection from bad weather during
construction.

Try first decide later
...in a unique
feel-good atmosphere.
Natural living atmosphere, healthy sleep, conscious lifestyle
– test it yourself! The Mattlihüs, the Seiser Alm or the
Forsthofalm – the first 7-story solid wooden hotel in Europe
with a rooftop swimming pool. Wood100 hotels have an
average yearly occupancy rate of 90 %. The biggest

compliment for Wood100 is the hotel guests who return to
this unique feel-good atmosphere time after time. You can
find a complete and up to date list of all Wood100 hotels and
trial stay options at www.thoma.at. You can even apply for a
trial stay coupon here.

Books by
Erwin Thoma

Erwin Thoma published several books about trees, wood and their
effects for human beings. His first book translated into English is a
worthwhile read for anyone who is interested in healthy building
materials, growing trees, working, designing and building with
wood.

“A Future
With Natural Wood”
reveals a wealth of knowledge regarding trees, forests and wood.
Through the illness of their sons, his familiy discovered that modern
building materials can cause serious health problems.
On their quest to establish a healthy home environment, Erwin
Thoma tried out his grandfathers traditional methods. He replaced
all plywood, chipboard and synthetics in their home with natural
timber and the boys regained their health.
As a result Erwin Thoma developed and patented the building
system Wood100 and founded the research center in Goldegg.

Our
grandfather
...built log cabins
all his life.
Hatchet, tools and the right trees were used to create wooden
treasures, such as this farmhouse, which are becoming more
and precious without chemical wood protection even after
450 years.
Our grandfather worked as a carpenter during a time when
wood was not treated with pollutants and poisons. From him
we have learned the value of such a pure house for the health
and well-being of its inhabitants. Today at Thoma, we not
only take care that the wood is harvested at the right time
and dried carefully, we also make sure that our products are
manufactured with craftsmanship using purely mechanical
processes, which have stood the test of time in house construction for thousands of years.

Left: A centuries-old log cabin in
Oberpinzgau, Austria. Above: Gottlieb Brugger

Visit us
...in the Thoma
research center.
Old traditions, tree and wood secrets intermingle with
applied, modern research and new technologies. Pause for a
moment and feel the life force and quality that flows from
the wood in our forests. We would be delighted if you came
to a visit and spent a few precious hours at our house.

Visiting times:
Monday – Friday, 9-12 and 13–16
We kindly ask you to make an appointment
for consultations and tours.
Ing. Erwin Thoma Holz GmbH
Hasling 35, 5622 Goldegg, Austria
Tel: +43 6415 8910
Fax: +43 6415 89 204
info@thoma.at
www.thoma.at
We would like to thank
Rachele Z. Cecchini for the nature photos in
this brochure.

